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Abstract
To help corporations more effectively deploy service-oriented architectures (SOA), BEA, Borland, HP, Microsoft, Oracle, Sun Microsystems, Veritas and others are backing the SOA Blueprints specification, developed by The Middleware Company. SOA Blueprints provides a sample application which highlights SOA best practices through GeneriCo, a fictitious business entity, described in a functional and behavioral specification to demonstrate how SOA can solve real-world issues. This specification currently exceeds 170 pages and is the first complete vendor-neutral specification of an SOA application set. 



Currently being transitioned under the governance umbrella of OASIS, SOA Blueprints creates a common vocabulary to discuss SOA in an architecturally neutral way allowing comparable implementations to be compared using different technology sets including J2EE, .NET and Web Services. The blueprints themselves depict technology neutral best practices and patterns, while the vendor implementations illustrate platform specific strategies. 



This dicussion will cover current implementations of the blueprints, including complete implementations from BEA and Microsoft, built on the Weblogic and .NET platforms respectively, as well as those currently under development at Oracle and Sun. As one of the original team members at The Middleware Company, the creator of SOA Blueprints, Matsumura built the partner program for SOA Blueprints and has a deep knowledge of its partner activity.



Starter questions include,

1. What are the biggest challenges to SOA?

2. What are the top requirements from business?

3. What are the top requirements from IT?
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The moderator did not prepare a summary of the Town Hall meeting for the proceedings.
Biography
Miko Matsumura VP of MarketingInfravio [http://www.infravio.com]

Cupertino

California

United States of America



 
Miko Matsumura is the former Chief Java Evangelist for Sun Microsystems, where he was a visible spokesperson for Java technologies and the keynote speaker at over 100 conferences. Since leaving Sun, he has been involved with Java and Web services companies, including Infravio and Systinet. Matsumura is an advisor to the Asia Java Fund, a limited partner with Focus Ventures, and an advisor to start up companies including TogetherSoft (acquired by Borland), Dejima (acquired by Sybase) and Kendara (acquired by Excite). He also worked as VP of Product Marketing for Web services vendor Systinet. Prior to working with Sun, Matsumura worked at Hotwired (Wired Digital) and the Well online community. He holds an MBA from San Francisco State University and a master's degree in Neuroscience from Yale University.
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